System Security Code of Conduct – Spring 2019

I understand that I will learn about ethical hacking tools and techniques in this class. While using these tools and techniques, I agree to only use them on the virtual networks and machines provided to me in the class for these purposes. Under no circumstances am I to test or use these tools or techniques on the wider UNI campus network or any system/network without express written permission of the system/network administrator.

Campus network and university administration systems are managed and monitored by experienced professionals. System administrators routinely report anomalous behavior and attacks to the security office for investigation. Sometimes, those investigations lead to the involvement of law enforcement.

I also agree to not use hacking tools or techniques on virtual networks or machines of other students or groups in the class without permission from the class instructor.

Failure to adhere to the restrictions will result in an F in the course. Additional sanctions per the Student Conduct Code [1] and/or legal action may also result.

[1] https://policies.uni.edu/302

Print name: __________________________________________

Signed: ______________________________________________  Date: ___________________